Galiteuthis, a midwater squid, has photophores on the ventral surfaces of its eyes. These photophores emit bioluminescence to counter-illuminate the shadows cast by the eyes in downwelling sunlight, thereby hiding the eyes from upward-looking predators. The photophores consist of laminated fibre-like cells with semi-coaxial protein-dense layers around axial cytoplasm. These cells have been suggested to function as light guides: bioluminescence is an isotropic process used to hide in an anisotropic light environment, so any emission must be reshaped to be effective. We found a wide variation in cross-sectional geometries of photophore cells; some were more efficient at light guiding than others. We used a set of optical models to place these photophores in the context of the radiance where Galiteuthis lives and discovered a possible adaptive reason for this variation. In Galiteuthis's horizontal and vertical range, ocean radiance is also quite variable. For complete camouflage, photophores must reproduce this variation in radiance using an isotropic source. Our models show that variation in the geometry of the photophore light guides reproduces the predicted variation in ocean radiance experienced by this species. By selectively activating geometrically distinct populations of photophore cells, the animal may reproduce the angular distribution of light at all positions in its habitat.
Introduction
The deep sea is by far the largest habitat on Earth by volume [1] and is richly and densely inhabited with animal life. Much of the ecology in this realm is driven by the structure of oceanic light, since the habitat has few other apparent physical features. Accordingly, animals have evolved optical devices for producing, manipulating and reflecting light of incredible sophistication, for the purposes of hiding, communicating and hunting, all in a fluid-filled void. Radiance of visible light in the midwater environment between 200 and 1000 m depth is quite anisotropic: our work suggests that downwelling radiance is 25-500 times brighter than light travelling horizontally and 200-600 times brighter than light reflected upward off the depth of the ocean. Accordingly, many predators in this environment hunt by looking upwards for shadows cast by prey against the comparatively bright downwelling light. In response, many midwater organisms have evolved counter-illumination: they emit bioluminescent light from their ventral surfaces that matches downwelling radiance in both angular and spectral distribution, effectively cancelling their shadows (reviewed in [2] ). This strategy of spectrally and radiance-matched counterillumination must be more complex than simple shadow cancelling since bioluminescence is an isotropic process, meaning that light leaves a bioluminescent source at equal intensity from all angles. An isotropic source in the midwater environment would effectively become a beacon when viewed from any angle other than looking straight upward. Further, bioluminescence is very energetically costly [3] . Any extra animal-produced light for camouflage that is brighter than that in the environment is energy wasted by the animal. An isotropic source matched to downwelling radiant intensity would therefore be mostly wasted, in addition to being very visible from any viewing angle other than looking directly upwards. There should then be strong selective pressures to direct and shape bioluminescent irradiance to match ocean radiance at all angles, for reasons of both effective camouflage and energy conservation. There is some evidence in two cases, one fish and one decapod crustacean, that organisms do in fact match both the intensity and the angular distribution of light found in the midwater environment [4, 5] , but we are unaware of any description of a physical mechanism underlying this phenomenon. In this study, we modelled the emitted radiance from the fibre-like cells composing the ventral eye photophore of the midwater cranchiid squid Galiteuthis, paying particular attention to the aspects of the evolved structure that depart from idealized synthetic Bragg fibres that are known to be very efficient light guides. We find that these departures from idealized light guides are likely to provide complete camouflage to the eye in the context of the variation in radiance observed in Galiteuthis's vertical and horizontal range.
In general, the animal organs responsible for counterillumination, called photophores, are not just diffuse collections of luminous cells, but have a myriad of refractive structures arranged around luminous cytoplasm. These refractive structures are seemingly as diverse as the species that use them [6, 7] . Several genera of squid, such as Galiteuthis, Abraliopsis, Taonius and Watasenia, have photophores with rod-like structures fanning out from the central portion of the organ.
However, electron microscopy studies of these organs are scarce and have not included enough detail to reconstruct these sub-wavelength-scale structures in the context of the whole organism (e.g. [8] ). In general, these structures have been hypothesized to be light guides for directing the emitted irradiance of the photophore downward [8, 9] .
The photophores in Galiteuthis are macroscopic, silvery structures easily visible on the ventral surface of the eye in photographs (figure 1a,b). Owing to orientational muscles attached to the eye, this tissue on the ventral surface of the Galiteuthis eye points downward no matter the orientation of the rest of the squid's body (figure 1a,b). Light micrographs of these photophores show densely packed fibrous structures laminated together to form the macroscopic, silvery organ visible on the eye surface ( figure 1c,d ).
These fibres run parallel to the surface of the eye except in the centre of the circular organ, where they take an 908 turn such that the ends of the fibres point normal to the ventral surface of the eye (figures 1d and 2a). Much of the ventral surface of the eye, therefore, is covered in the blunt ends of these fibres pointing downward into the ocean, and their orientation is always down due to the reorientation of the squid's eyes relative to its body as it swims (figure 1d). For the purposes of this study, we considered these fibrous structures to be on average straight and oriented parallel to downwelling light in the ocean (figure 2b). Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) micrographs show that these fibres are actually cells with a very high aspect ratio of hundreds of micrometres in length and a few micrometres in diameter.
The cross-sections of the packed fibrous cells are elliptical in shape, with semi-coaxial, lamellar layers of high electron density wrapped around the fibre's central axis (figure 1e-h); in figure 1e, the long axes of the fibres run normal to the plane of the image. The elliptical axes of the cells also seem to share, on average, the same orientation relative to the larger eye structure. The central axis of the fibre appears typical of the cytoplasm of metazoan cells, runs the length of the cells, and is presumably the site of bioluminescence production. The structure of the Galiteuthis photophore cells is similar to that of synthetic waveguides called Bragg fibres that guide light by multiple reflections of concentric, layered walls, thereby transmitting light through a hollow core. Bragg fibres use a distinct physical mechanism for light guiding from the more familiar light-guiding physics of the typical core-cladding fibre optics in ubiquitous use [10] [11] [12] [13] . In comparison with synthetic Bragg-fibre waveguides, however, the cells found in the Galiteuthis photophore are both more disordered and likely to be 'leakier' due to their elliptical cross-section, the openings in the sides of the fibre and relatively low index contrast present in biological materials.
To understand the evolved function of these structures, we used the theory of light transmission through Bragg fibres as an initial model, followed by a more detailed investigation of the less-ordered geometries found in Nature using finite-difference time domain (FDTD) methods. We identified a population of five distinct cells and a cluster of cells representative of the range of cell types found in the photophore organ (figure 2c). We explored the effects that variation in the geometric parameters of cellular structure, such as the number of coaxial layers, their thicknesses and spacings and the disorder observed in the structures, could have on the transmission of light within the fibre. We also considered the differences between light propagating within a single fibre or a composite of several fibres. We then used these calculations of light transmission down a 50 mm length of fibre to find the angular distribution of light leaving the fibre as a radiant unit. To place these cells in ecological context, we used Hydrolight, a well-validated (e.g. [14, 15] ) model of radiative transfer in oceanic water, to estimate the radiances encountered by Galiteuthis in its midwater habitat, and compared ocean radiance in this species' habitat with the radiance produced by the photophore organ.
In comparison with similar but geometrically regular Bragg waveguides, the percentage of light transmitted down a Galiteuthis waveguide is in general lower, and much of the energy produced by bioluminescence leaves the fibres through their long walls, not the fibres' ends. However, taken as a whole radiant unit, the geometric variation in individual cells in the photophore produces a range of whole-cell radiances that are a close match to the range of ocean radiances found in this species' midwater habitat that occur with depth and with geographical location. Our work suggests that, by selectively emitting light from different populations of fibre cells at different depths, this animal is able to dynamically match ocean radiance in wavelength, intensity and angular distribution, resulting in near-perfect camouflage throughout the mesopelagic habitat it inhabits. 
Transmission electron microscopy
For TEM, a 3 Â 4 mm block of the full thickness of the subocular photophore tissue was fixed in 2% glutaraldehyde in seawater overnight at 48C and stored in 1% glutaraldehyde at 48C. The sample was then desalted via graded dilutions of phosphate-buffered saline and then post-fixed in 2% osmium tetraoxide for 5 min at room temperature. Samples were then dehydrated through a graded series of ethanol and acetone washes, and embedded in low-viscosity Spurr's resin according to the manufacturer's instructions (Electron Microscopy Sciences, Hatfield, PA, USA). Ultrathin samples (approx. 100 nm thick) were cut on a Leica microtome onto copper grids and imaged on a JEOL electron microscope. The orientation of the section to the knife was such that the face plane of the section was perpendicular to the long axis of the cells, revealing the cross-sectional shape of the fibre-shaped cells.
Transfer matrix modelling
As an initial test of the hypothesis that Galiteuthis fibres may guide light similarly to Bragg waveguides, we used the transfer matrix method (TMM) [16] to study the behaviour of a simple one-dimensional stack of layers of alternating refractive index with the spacings and index contrast we observed in Galiteuthis.
We used a custom-written code in Matlab to calculate the angle dependence of reflectance from Bragg mirrors that were infinite in the plane parallel to the individual layers for two polarizations (transverse magnetic (TM) and transverse electric (TE)). We chose the stacks of layers forming the mirror to have the same average stack geometries observed in Galiteuthis fibres A and B.
Finite-difference time domain modelling
Simulations of the propagation of electromagnetic waves through these structures were performed with the FDTD method, using a freely available software package called MIT Electromagnetic Equation Propagation (MEEP) [17] . FDTD is a technique in which space is divided into a discrete grid and the electromagnetic fields are evolved in time, step by step, using the differential forms of Maxwell's equations. Galiteuthis waveguides are inherently disordered, so we used our TEM images as input for coding an arbitrary dielectric structure to run more realistic simulations. We considered a selection of five separate fibre cells (fibres A -E; figure 2), a discrete region in the tissue consisting of five cells, and fibres with circular and elliptical symmetry that have the same wall characteristics as the natural fibre cells. We assigned the dense and empty regions of the images separate refractive indices that were validated in studies of biological refractive index. The dense regions in the images were assigned a refractive index value of 1.55, which is a maximum in studies of dense protein platelets in marine animals and the low-density regions were assigned the refractive index of cytoplasm, or 1.33 [18, 19] . Since the structures have arbitrary cross-sections, the simulations were run in three dimensions. For the computationally larger simulations, we used the Extreme Science and Engineering Discovery Environment (XSEDE) supercomputer resource sponsored by the National Science Foundation [20] . Sources of emission in these simulations were Gaussian plane waves with a central frequency of 1.9 and a pulse width of 1 in 'MEEP units', corresponding to a central wavelength of 526 nm in vacuum and a range covering the visible wavelengths from 400 to 700 nm. The perfectly matched layer was 2 mm thick, and the simulation was run for 200 time units corresponding to about 380 periods, ample time for the propagating wave and any residual reflections to travel the length of the waveguide.
The resolution of the structures simulated was 40, corresponding to about 20 pixels per micrometre. Increases in resolution did not significantly alter the results.
Ocean radiance modelling
We used the software package Hydrolight to model ocean radiance in two ways: (i) via inherent optical properties (IOPs), or empirically measured absorption and scattering coefficients of seawater in Galiteuthis's range, and (ii) with the radiance transfer models built in to the software that assume average scattering and absorption coefficients for clear type 1 ocean water [14] . In general, IOPs are measured using an oceanographic instrument called an ac-9 that continuously measures absorption and scattering coefficients of ocean water as functions of nine wavelengths and of instrument depth [21] . There are very few extant IOP datasets measured to depths relevant to Galiteuthis ecology, due to depth limitations of the ac-9 instrument. Therefore, we used three datasets of comparatively deep ac-9 casts from offshore regions of the Pacific Ocean where Galiteuthis is found that are representative of the water types this organism could plausibly encounter in its range. One cast measured IOPs from the surface to 380 m from offshore Hawaii (20.8348N, 157.2088W; M. Twardowski 2012, personal communication); another cast was from the surface to 210 m taken from offshore San Diego (SeaBASS entry MASCOT_SanDiego_SORTIE_0108_004.dat at 32.9498N, 117.3928W). A third cast to 290m from far-offshore Hawaii was used (SeaBASS entry ac010317ca.a715.sb at 164.4408W, 32.0918N). We used Hydrolight's routine for calculating ocean radiance using measured IOPs, and included estimates of inelastic scattering from chlorophyll (constant concentration of 0.03mg l
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) and coloured dissolved organic material (CDOM; constant concentration of 0.01 mg l
). We used the software's default settings for skylight radiance and particle phase function, and assumed an infinite bottom depth. We also did a calculation of radiance using a general model for type 1 waters, in which Hydrolight uses an experimentally validated average phase function for clear oceanic waters with the same assumptions about inelastic scattering and bottom depth as our IOP models and the software's default settings for the 'new' type 1 model. The ratios of downwelling (L d ) to sidewelling (L h ) radiance predicted by each of these models of radiance at 480 nm are shown in §3.8.
Results

Depth distribution of Galiteuthis
Galiteuthis's depth distribution was bimodal, with one peak at 525 m and a second at 1075 m (MBARI VARS database), straddling the oxygen minimum zone in the Pacific Ocean in offshore California waters where this database was generated (figure 3). However, our knowledge of ocean radiance at these depths is currently limited. Given the absence of direct measurements of ocean radiance at depths approaching the average of Galiteuthis's range or measurements of IOPs below 300 m, we therefore consider ocean radiance in the shallower portion of the species range, down to 700 m. Still frames from the video database from which these depth distribution data were generated clearly show the presence of the subocular photophore structure in animals swimming shallower than 700 m (the stills in figure 1 were taken of an animal observed around 490 m, and there are many other examples like this in the MBARI video database). Taken together, these observations suggest that this photophore structure is frequently present in the range of depths considered in this study (surface to 700 m). 
Structural models of Galiteuthis fibres
To build optical models of fibre transmittance from our TEM images, we chose a set of five fibres (called fibres A -E) that represent the range of geometries present in the tissue, as well as a region of five cells to consider the effects on light propagation of the composite structure of the organ (figure 2c). Fibre A has a cytoplasmic core with area approximately 8. 
Transfer matrix method: one-dimensional reflective properties of Galiteuthis fibre walls
The cellular structures we observed in the Galiteuthis photophore organ are similar in geometry to synthetic coaxial Bragg waveguides. Bragg waveguides are cylindrical waveguides with Bragg-stack geometry in their walls; their optical behaviour is well characterized [13] . These fibres guide light by the same principle that one-dimensional multiple dielectric layers reflect light of specific wavelengths [13] . In general, the wavelength dependence of light guided down a cylindrical Bragg fibre will be related to the refractive index contrast between the dielectric layers, the refractive index of the core, the layer thicknesses and the spacings of these layers. From there, the efficiency of transmittance down the fibre is also related to the above factors and to the number of dielectric layers present. Since reflectance from a dielectric stack varies with angle, the light propagated down a Bragg waveguide most efficiently will be the light that is reflected at grazing angles to the coaxial dielectric stack. Therefore, stack geometries with higher reflectance at grazing angles will make more efficient light-guiding Bragg fibres. Although the stack geometries were quite different, we found that, in both cases, the greatest reflectance occurred at grazing incident angles greater than 808 from normal to the stack (figure 4). Reflectance in this range of angles also had little to no polarization dependence; reflectance of TM-and TE-polarized light was similar.
Our one-dimensional analysis of the fibre stacks is consistent with the idea that a cylindrical Bragg waveguide constructed with the materials and spacings we observed in Galiteuthis would be able to guide light, since at grazing angles visible light will be highly reflected and therefore propagated down the long axis of the cellular fibres. However, the bioluminescent emission in these fibres does not begin mostly directed down the axis of the fibre but, instead, comes from isotropic emitters (luciferin -luciferase chemical reactions) that are likely to be located throughout the volume of the fibre. Therefore, photons that leave their sources at glancing angles to the fibre walls will tend to propagate down the axis of the fibre, but photons that are emitted travelling at angles closer to normal to the fibre will tend to exit the fibre. Therefore, a three-dimensional model of light travelling through these fibres is required to understand their overall light-guiding efficiency and radiance properties.
Nested geometrical optical models
To understand whether and how the cellular structure of the photophore might influence the emitted bioluminescent radiance, we modelled the structures' light-guiding properties. Given the geometrical complexity and disorder of the biological structures, we constructed a suite of three-dimensional models of increasing structural complexity by taking the two-dimensional cross-section of the cells as observed in TEM and extruding these structures parallel to the long axis of the cell, in and out of the plane of the TEM images. We considered two four-layer fibre cells (type A and B) observed in our TEM data and three cells with a smaller diameter and fewer high-index layers (C-, D-and E-type fibres). Although we did not sample a large enough area of the organ to carefully quantify the relative number of different kinds of fibres, these smaller fibres were the most frequent in the sectioned areas we examined, and the larger A-and Btype fibres were observed only occasionally (e.g. in the TEM sections we examined, about 50 fibres with one or two layers were present, while fewer than 10 fibres with several layers were present; figure 1). We then constructed models to explore the consequences of geometric disorder in all five fibres: we considered each fibre type with regularly spaced circular layers, regularly spaced elliptical layers and with the observed, life-like cross-section. We also considered the possibility that these fibres may behave as a composite structure and simulated light propagation down a close-packed ensemble of fibres with light sources in either one or all of the fibres.
Geometry of finite-difference time domain model
We modelled the wavelength-dependent transmittance in this set of structures using the FDTD method as implemented in MEEP, a freely available software package ( [17] ; figure 5 ). We simulated a plane source centred in the waveguide on the far end of the fibre, with a polarization direction either along the axis of the fibre or perpendicular to the fibre axis. We calculated the flux propagating from this source through two imaginary 'flux planes' placed in the centre of the fibre, orthogonal to the long axis of the fibre, and located 50 mm apart (FP1 and FP2 in figure 5 ). Dividing the flux through plane 2 by the flux through plane 1 gives the percentage of light transmitted over that distance, a value that we define to be the transmittance of the fibre over 50 mm. Reflections from the boundaries of the simulation region were eliminated by using a perfectly matched layer placed outside the walls of the fibre and along all sides of the entire simulation. We simulated and calculated wavelength-dependent transmittance for the suite of nested geometric models described in §3.5. Since FDTD calculates the electromagnetic fields on a spatial grid over time, we can also visualize the progression of the electromagnetic fields for a qualitative view of propagation through these structures (figure 6).
Suite of fibre models
The theory of cylindrical, coaxial Bragg waveguides is well understood [13] . Accordingly, for cylindrical fibres with multiple layers reflecting the stack geometry found in fibres A and B, fibre transmittance in the visible range behaves as expected given the one-dimensional properties of the stacks as shown by one-dimensional TMM analysis. Qualitative results from our FDTD calculations depicted the strength, polarity and location of the electric field at the same position in the fibre located relatively close to the source and a short period of time after the emission began ( figure 6 ). In general, there was more field strength internal to the fibre for those fibres with symmetry and with more layers; the observed fibres were 'leakier' than idealized fibres even though their overall geometry was similar. This 'leakiness', compounded by the layer thickness variations in the biological structures, caused small regional interference patterns and more disordered patterns of transmittance in the observed structures. We used these FDTD calculations to quantify the wavelength-dependent transmission of light over a 50 mm length of cellular fibre and the effects of geometry on this transmission (figure 7). With a relatively regular and circular cross-section, the widely spaced, thicker layers of fibre A exhibit a relatively broadband transmittance. Meanwhile, given the thinner layers of fibre B that are closer in size to a wavelength of light, transmission had a stronger wavelength dependence with a peak in transmittance at 450 nm. In fibres with an elliptical cross-section but the same stack periodicity, there were minor changes of the transmission efficiency. The realistic quasi-ordered multi-layer structures observed in Galiteuthis systematically transmitted somewhat less light over a distance of 50 mm than regular geometry waveguides. There was also a more disordered wavelength dependence in the real structures than in regular structures, seemingly correlated with both the relative layer disorder and the gaps in the layers in the real cells. Interestingly, the structures we observed that were closer to simple tubes without a layered structure in the walls (fibres C, D and E) do transmit some light, and somewhat predictably this transmission was less wavelength dependent than when the walls of the fibre were formed from multiple Bragg-like layers. Fibre D, consisting of a single layer and a larger diameter than any other cell but fibre A, also had better light-transmitting properties than any other fibre than fibre A when the realistic disorder was taken into account.
We also considered the possibility that the photophore structure might function as a composite of cells rather than as single cells acting as individual light-guiding fibres. In figure 8 , we show the location of the emitter(s) in the composite structure, and the resulting light transmission averaged over the wavelength range of 400-600 nm for various configurations of single cells and for an actual cluster of cells observed in the tissue. A single example cell in this cluster (fibre C) had an average transmittance of 10% over 50 mm. With a single emission source in this fibre placed back into its structural context with other cells, the presence of other, non-emitting neighbour fibres approximately doubled the average transmittance of the single source relative to a single fibre (18% in the composite versus 10% for the single fibre C). This result suggests that some of the light leaked from fibre C can be further propagated by other fibres and Figure 6 . (a -c) Comparison of discrete time points from FDTD simulation for circular, elliptical and observed fibres A, B and C. Red versus blue colouring indicates the polarity of the field, while intensity of shading indicates the intensity of the field at a given point. In general, symmetry increases the strength of the field retained in the fibre, and the openings present in the observed fibres allow electromagnetic energy to 'leak' from the fibre.
rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 13: 20160230 spaces between them. However, when each of the fibres in the composite emitted light, the overall transmission changed. With an emitter in each cell, the overall transmittance of the composite relative to the total light emitted did not change relative to a single fibre. The net effect of the composite structure, then, is that dim light, produced when relatively few fibres are emitting, will tend to be more directed than the brighter light produced when many fibres are emitting.
The bioluminescence spectrum of Galiteuthis, as reported by Widder et al. [22] , has a peak wavelength at 506 nm, with a full-width half-maximum of 59 nm. Using these data and the modelled transmittance of each fibre type, we calculated the ratio of the flux leaving the end of the fibre to the flux leaving the sides of the whole structure when a bioluminescent source is in the centre ( figure 9 ). This ratio compares the flux (light energy per area) leaving the end with the flux leaving the walls (i.e. not transmitted to the end), all quantities that were calculated from TEM and FDTD:
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Here, T is the percentage of emitted light transmitted to the end of the fibre with a cross-sectional area A e , and A s is the area of the sides of a fibre 50 mm in length with an idealized elliptical cross-section. The ratio of flux exiting the end of the fibre to the flux exiting the sides is therefore ultimately independent both of the fibre length and of the number density of emitters within the fibre, and is a property of the wall geometries of the different fibres. This ratio is also related to the radiance from the organ that a predator might see at a distance, since the photophore cells are small compared with the resolution limits of predators in this habitat. When placed in the context of ocean radiance, given the observed orientation of the animal and photophore relative to ocean light (figure 1a,b), this ratio also makes a useful comparison with the ratio L d /L h or downwelling versus sidewelling light in the ocean. The fibre-end flux compared with the fibre-sides flux was calculated for fibre structures A, B, C, D and E (this calculation of fibre-end flux compared with fibre-sides flux is presented in figure 9a ). At the peak of the bioluminescence spectrum, there is approximately 250 times more light exiting the end of the fibre than the walls for fibre A, about 150 times more light for fibre D, 30 times more for fibre E and 15 times more for fibres B and C.
Camouflaging ability in context of ocean radiance
We used measurements of IOPs in the Pacific Ocean, downloaded from public databases and contributed by colleagues, to model radiance in the part of Galiteuthis's range above the oxygen minimum zone. We used the radiative transfer model Hydrolight, a commercially available, well-validated software package (Hydrolight, Sequoia Scientific; [14, 23] ). We used Hydrolight to estimate the ratio of downwelling light (L d ) to sidewelling light (L h ) in sites where Galiteuthis is known to occur as an estimate of the radiant anisotropy that the Galiteuthis photophore would need to match to be hidden at all viewing angles. These models show that, in Galiteuthis's oceanic range, the ratio of downwelling radiance to horizontal radiance at a depth of 250 m is predicted to vary from 25-to 125-fold. At a depth of 600 m, this same ratio is predicted to vary from about 10-to 450-fold (figure 9b). To be completely camouflaged at all locations and all depths in this ocean, an animal's photophore must then be able to match these radiances at several different relative intensities. Since the fibres composing the Galiteuthis photophore organ are laminated in parallel along the curved surface of the eye, this means that the long axes of the fibres on average point laterally in the ocean, while their ends turn on the bottom surface of the eye to point downward into the ocean (figure 2a). Our modelling predicts a striking match between the range of horizontal-to-downward radiance in the ocean and the ratio of sidewelling to downwelling radiance generated by the animals' light guides (figure 9).
Discussion
Previous studies have suggested that animals that camouflage by counter-illumination are in fact doing something more sophisticated than simply 'cancelling their shadows' in the downward direction-in fact they may be radiance matching or matching the angular characteristics of light in the ocean from all possible predator viewing angles [4, 5] . We are unaware, however, of any previous work that shows in mechanistic detail how this feat might be accomplished.
Here we have shown that the counter-illuminating light guides on the subocular photophore of the midwater squid Galiteuthis are 'leaky'-in cross-section, they are incomplete, asymmetric ellipses that will tend to emit light from their sides and their ends. Our examination of similar, symmetric structures suggests that, with minor geometric adjustments of the high-index protein layers, the existing cells in Galiteuthis could in fact guide light to their ends with efficiency approaching 100%, resulting in a completely directed beam radiating from the bottom of the eye ( figure 7a,b) . These observations suggest that this 'leakiness' is an evolved trait of the light guides. That is, the evolutionary function of these cells is probably not what we might presume from a technological standpoint, to merely optimize transmission down these fibres to the maximum degree where the limitations of biological materials prevent further increases in transmission down the fibre. Instead, the animal has evolved a flexible system that allows dynamic matching of radiance from all angles and at all positions in its habitat.
In all our calculations of ocean radiance using inherent optical properties, the anisotropy of the radiance (here defined as the ratio L d /L h ) is predicted to increase with depth, from about 10 at the surface to a near-constant 30 with depth in the least-extreme case in far-offshore Oahu, and from about 10 at the surface to a still-increasing factor of 400 at 600 m depth in offshore Lanai. These observations also mean that, whatever else the details of the optical properties of the water column are, there will be an inverse correlation between light intensity and anisotropy since we can expect overall irradiance to decrease with depth at any point in the ocean. Our observations about Galiteuthis may then present a generalized strategy for radiance-matched camouflage in the ocean that has been evolutionarily realized by both the variety of light-guiding fibres and fibre composite in this animal's photophore. The range of radiances observed from different fibre types within the photophore seems to match the range of ocean radiances found where Galiteuthis lives, both with depth and with geographical position/changing water properties (figure 9). These observations suggest a strategy by which the animal could dynamically match radiance. By selectively turning on or off fibres with different radiance properties, the animal could modify the ratio of downwelling to sidewelling light from its photophore organ to match the radiance distribution of the ocean around it. This dynamic matching could occur both as the animal moves laterally through the ocean and diurnally as it vertically migrates through the water column.
There is also a second possible radiance-matching mechanism revealed in our data, which would make sense as a strategy operating either independently or in parallel to one in which fibres with different radiances selectively turn on or off. Intriguingly, the total light energy emitted is shaped differently whether one fibre or all the fibres in the composite are emitting (figure 8). More of the total light is directed down the long axes of the cells when one cell emits in a composite than with all cells emitting. Therefore, brighter emissions from the composite (more cells emitting) will be more isotropic (corresponding to lower L d /L h ) than dimmer emissions (few cells emitting), which will be more directed (corresponding to higher L d /L h ). Since the overall range of anisotropy generated matches that found in the ocean, this might be another strategy for dynamic radiance matching in this habitat.
Our results suggest that the rate at which these individual light guides and the composite structure 'leak' light actually provides better camouflage against ocean radiance in the squid's habitat than a perfectly efficient fibre would. In other words, the fibres are evolved to be leaky, and the flux escaping the sides of the fibres relative to the ends may actually match the sidewelling compared with downwelling radiance in the midwater pelagic habitats where this species is found. The predicted radiance properties of the water column throughout the Pacific Ocean, in locations where Galiteuthis is found, can be markedly different both between depths and between locations within the species range. Therefore, these animals must deal with a wide range of optical properties both as the water column changes around them and as they move vertically through the water column. Our results suggest a comprehensive mechanism by which squids can hide the large structure of their eye from all viewing angles and at all positions in their three-dimensional habitat, shaping an isotropic bioluminescent emission into a flexible, dynamic set of radiances for camouflage.
This evolved strategy for camouflage may also present an exciting potential set of applications for new soft materials that are not typically used for optics, such as block copolymer self-assembly and extruded bijels (e.g. [24, 25] ). Given lessons learned from Galiteuthis, we present an example in which defects and irregularities in synthetic materials can be leveraged to increase rather than inhibit performance for camouflage and radiance shaping.
